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ERGOCENTRIC SEATING SYSTEMS SELECTED BY THE ONTARIO MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT
AND CONSUMER SERVICES AS GENERAL OFFICE AND SPECIALTY SEATING VENDOR OF RECORD
(#OSS-00510687)
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada – September 15, 2015 – ergoCentric Seating Systems, an ergonomic seating
systems manufacturer with over twenty-five years of experience in providing superior ergonomic seating and
reputed for its ability to accommodate 100% of the workforce is pleased to have been selected by the Province of
Ontario as the sole Vendor of Record (VOR) for Office and Specialty seating. To be awarded the contract,
ergoCentric was required to pass a rigorous pre-qualification process to ensure it could meet or exceed the
demands of the Province. ergoCentric is now pre-qualified to supply task seating to all Ontario Government
Ministries and Agencies for a period of three years.
"It is very gratifying to have our mass customization, build- to-order ergonomic seating system - a process that is
unique in the office seating manufacturing industry - chosen by the Ontario Government for all their seating
needs," said Terry Cassaday, owner of ergoCentric Seating Systems. "We view the awarding of this contract as the
Ontario Government’s recognition that strategic procurement processes should not only deliver value to taxpayers, but also encourage innovation through the purchase of best-in-class products from local SMEs."
With the awarding of this contract, ergoCentric is the sole seating manufacturer to have successfully
demonstrated the ability to provide:




exceptional value for money;
innovative technologies to meet and exceed the Province’s accessibility and ergonomic requirements;
innovative solutions to exceed Ontario’s requirements for customized products and product
customizations.

In addition to the public sector, ergoCentric provides value-based products for other verticals such as healthcare
(through its subsidiary healtHcentric), the financial sector, telecommunications and higher education.
About ergoCentric Seating Systems
ergoCentric Seating Systems was founded by Terry Cassaday in 1990. Since then ergoCentric has been dedicated to designing,
manufacturing and selling modular ergonomic seating solutions for office, specialty and healthcare environments for
customers such as Apple®, Bell Canada and the Canadian Revenue Agency. Its build-to-order manufacturing system allows
ergoCentric to fit 100% of the workforce, while its always-in-stock inventory of components allows it to quickly and cost
effectively assemble and ship seating solutions anywhere in North America and Europe. ergoCentric’s products appeal to a
broad range of buyers’ including facilities managers, ergonomists, occupational health and safety professionals and interior
designers. For more information visit ergoCentric.com.
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